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Considering current economical and ecological contexts, the questions of setting up clean and eco-efficient processes as well as 

saving our energy resources appear to be of fundamental importance. We need to develop reactions that would address the 

problem of the selective transformation of chemicals under mild conditions. This urges industries to develop ‘‘green chemistry’’ 

procedures that have not only to include catalytic processes to limit waste, but also to use harmless solvents, the ideal of which 

would be water, with low temperatures and pressures to limit energy consumption. Enzymes, and in particular metalloenzymes, 

are biocatalysts that already fulfill such conditions. Because their properties are complementary to those of chemical catalysts, it is 

conceivable to design catalysts that would combine the robustness and wide range of reactions of chemical catalysts with the 

ability of enzymes to work under mild conditions in aqueous medium and with high selectivity. This can be realized by associating a 

metal complex with a protein, to afford a new artificial metalloenzyme or “Artzyme“ that would be able to catalyze selective 

reactions under eco-compatible conditions. In such hybrid biocatalysts, the metal complex is responsible for the catalytic activity 

and the protein by its chiral environment around the substrate induces the selectivity and also protects the metal cofactor from 

degradation.  

In previous work, that has been extensively rewieved (1-3), A first generation of artificial metalloenzyme was prepared by inserting 

metal (Fe, Mn, Cu, Zn) complexes of various ligands including water soluble tetraarylporphyrins, phenanthroline, terpyridine or tris-

pyridylamine, into various proteins such as monoclonal antibodies (generation of catalytic antibodies or AbZyMes), Xylanase A, 

Beta-lacto-globulin or Neocarzinostatin, either non-covalently (Trojan-Horse and Host-Guest strategies) or by by covalent 

attachment through a linker arm. The obtained hybrid biocatalysts were found to be able to stereo-selectively catalyze reactions 

such as:  

- The oxidation of organic compounds such as sulfides and alkenes by H2O2.  

- The RNAse like hydrolysis of oligonucleotides  

- The C-C bond creation through the stereoselective Diels-Alder reaction 

The most recent developments of our research that are turning towards two directions will be presented: 

(i) The development of new artificial metalloenzymes that would be able to catalyze the stereoselective Diels-Alder 

reaction “in vivo“(4). The use of such biocatalysts for theranostic purposes will be introduced  

(ii) The elaboration of totally artificial metalloenzymes following three strategies: 

- Either metal complexes are inserted either covalently or not into a new family of artificial proteins based on a 

thermostable alpha-helical repeated motif αRepeat proteins or αRep (In collaboration with Ph. Minard and A. Urvoas, 

I2BC, Paris-Saclay). This has led to the design of new artificial Diels Alderases (5).  

- Or enzymes such as microperoxidase 8, a minienzyme with peroxidase and monoxygenase activity, are inserted into 

Metal Organic Frameworks (MOF Mil 101) in order to get new artificial metallloenzymes that are able to catalyze in water 

the selective oxidation of dyes, sulfides and alkenes by H2O2 (In collaboration with C. Serre, N. Steunou, C. Sicard, ILV, 

versailles,Paris-Saclay) (6,7) 

- Or Poly-oxo-metallates are associated with artificial polyimine polymer based reductases (8) to afford new hybrid 

catalysts that are able to catalyze the oxidation of organic substrates by O2 in water (In collaboration with P. Mialane, A. 

Dolbecq, ILV, versailles, Paris-Saclay) (9). 
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